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FOREWORD 

I am Enric Piferrer and I developed this project in my Erasmus year in the Netherlands. I 

started studying Informatics in Barcelona, close to my hometown, and later on I chose the 

Software Engineering specialization. After taking lessons during one semester at Fontys, I 

decided to do my graduation project at PublisherPartners. It is a small company next to 

Eindhoven airport, which sells printing matters and design graphical solutions for its 

customers.  

My main goal in the project was to build a website where the company could sell and offer 

its products online to the customer. This way the company could broaden the target of its 

clients and keep growing. To do so, first I spent long time researching which software could 

suit best the company’s needs and conditions: medium budget, high expectations and good 

facilities to work. After research, I built a website using Magento application, a huge free 

tool full of possibilities to build webshops. 

During this project, I shared the work office with my colleagues, who helped me to fill more 

comfortable when working, taking that the project was developed in a foreign country for 

me. They, together with my boss and tutor in the company, Hidde van Erp, and my university 

mentor, Bert van Gestel, guided me in my trip to get the webshop going well. I would like to 

thank them for all their patience and effort, I will never forget. 
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SUMMARY 

This project has been carried out at PublisherPartners, a small company from Eindhoven 

which designs graphical solutions and give advice on them, while offering customer printing 

matters. 

The company initially had several website in the internet where some company information 

were displayed. However, selling their products and work was processed by email and 

telephone. The company decided to build a website where they could sell it online. It would 

allow them to grow and offer its goods to a broaden market. 

Before building the website, some research was needed in order to choose the best option 

according to the company possibilities. First decision to take was the server used which 

fulfills company’s budget and will. The company was already using two different server, and 

Versio was the one chosen at the begginning. The second one was choosing the right 

software to build the webshop. It took a long time to balance them, providing that there 

were many. After trying out with Wordpress and Magento, Magento was the option chosen. 

Once Magento was chosen, a new template for a better webshop layout was purchased and 

configured. After this, the next step was chosing which products will be offered in the 

website. 

The first webshop version was already working functionally, but there was a lot of useless 

information and more things to be updated. Although a new template was adquired, the 

layout was working as expected. Together, the server offered a low speed. After evaluating 

how to deal with these facts, a new domain was defined in the other server, Internettoday, 

and the newest Magento version was installed in there in order to, starting from scratch and 

with the experience gained in the first big step, build a better webshop. 

To build the final version of the webshop, the products were inserted once again, with the 

new price policy. Together, new customer organization, with coupon and tax options set, 

and two payment options were configured. Sisow was the payment method which had a 

better offer for the company to enable the customers pay through iDeal. A problem 

appeared when setting the emails, providing that the new hosting server had security rules 

set when sending emails from .com to .com. Its good supporting team helped us solving this 

problem, and all the functionalities displayed were working. 

The last task was tunning up the layout in order to offer better colours from the company, 

while removing some useless information and modifying the information which will appear. 

A functional webshop is delivered, offering a simple presentation where the customer will be 

able to purchase for our products. However, the slow server speed may be something to 

improve in future steps, and specific information for each product should be inserted. 
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GLOSSARY 

Webshop: A website used to sell products. 

Category: Used to classify the products from the company. 

Briefpapier: Dutch work to define letterheads. 

PublisherPartners: Name of the company where the project is developed. 

Graphical production: the previous design the company needs to proceed to make the 

product ready before sending it to print. 

Printing matters: includes printing products in the company’s suppliers, the design needed 

to be made, and majorly all the services processed that includes printing issues. 

Subdomain: a domain that is part of a bigger domain. 

Plug-in: piece of code added as an extension to the original software in order to insert new 

functionalities.  

Offset printing: printing method which requires a long time transforming colours to print. It 

is normally used for high-quality products, printing a high number of units. 

Digital printing: printing method which requires much less time and expenses. it is used for 

small number of units printed and provides a worse color quality than the offset method. 

Frontend: name used to refer to the website the customer will see and use to purchase the 

company’s products. 

Backend: name used to refer to the website where the company’s administrators will 

configure all settings for the webshop. It excludes the settings which are configured in the 

core files. 

Breadcrumbs: internal navigation map used to know which navigation process has been 

performed to reach the current page in the website. 

Magento: eCommerce software which enables the user to build a webshop. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

Challenging projects are the most rewarding ones. Why should I refuse it then? That’s what I 

thought when I first talk with the PublisherPartners manager during an interview. And that’s 

what I really thought when I just took part of this small company trying to grow. When I 

started, PublisherPartners had a few customers and a few more suppliers to feed their 

clients. Online publishing was offered in a bunch of weblogs, and Graphical productions were 

preceded mainly via email. But for a company which sells products as its main business 

income, the very next step we can think about was bringing those products online. And this 

was basically my goal in this challenging project: creating a webshop in order to offer 

printing matters online alongside the other publishing branch already existing. It was not 

supposed to be an easy trip. It meant bringing all my previous knowledge gathered during 

my degree stage and fusing it with an enormous online world full of possibilities based on 

different programming languages and software. That brought research to one of my daily 

tasks because of all the uncertainties that appeared. In the meanwhile, I would have to learn 

how the company works and how to perform as an intern in the right way. And this trip will 

be explained in details in the following chapters. 

Chapter 2 provides information about the company; chapter 3 gives all the details about the 

project assignment; chapter 4 explains the first steps taken in the company to get to know 

the current situation and get the base going in order to start working on the webshop; 

chapter 5 explains the first functional webshop of the assignment; chapter 6 explains the 

steps taken to improve the first version in order to deliver a final PublisherPartners 

webshop, with more backend settings and some layout changes in the core files. 
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CHAPTER 2: THE COMPANY 

The company was founded in 2004. Since then, it has published hundreds of articles online 

in several blogs and started in the Graphical production business. These Graphical 

productions are ordered by customers, but they are printed by a supplying printing 

company. That is the reason why it has several possible suppliers, being DirectPrinting, from 

Netherlands, the main provider. These orders are mainly received where the company is 

located, in Luchthavenweg, 81.139, very close to the Eindhoven airport. It allows the 

company to check the state of the products, in order to deliver the best quality to its 

customers. 

On the one hand, the company offers a service with its weblogs. Voluntary correspondents 

send to the company the articles they want to publish online, and the company decide 

whether they are related with its publishing weblogs. In case they are, the company decides 

which of the weblogs is more suitable for the article, depending on their audience. There are 

three main weblogs where PublisherPartners publish online, which are: 

 www.inzaken.eu 

 www.grafischenieuwsbrief.nl 

 publisherpartners.wordpress.com 

On the other hand, the company offers printing matters, including Graphical productions 

mixed with printing products sales. The printing products are ordered in a supplier company, 

since PublisherPartners does not have a large enough print. The main products which the 

company works with are spread over the following product categories: envelopes, 

letterheads (so called briefpapiers in Dutch), business cards and brochures or magazines. 

However, they are not the only products the company work with.  

Each product has a set of attributes that makes it different from the others, even if they are 

from the same category. 

Netherlands is the main business target for both Online Publishing and Graphical 

productions. Nevertheless, some weblogs offer products related with other countries like 

Hungary. Nowadays, its Graphical productions customers are Dutch, but the company may 

consider growing abroad in a medium/long term. 

Currently, there are six people working in the company, most of them as interns. Below, 

there is the organization chart. 

 

http://www.inzaken.eu/
http://www.grafischenieuwsbrief.nl/
http://publisherpartners.wordpress.com/
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Figure 1: Company organization chart 

Besides my work on building a webshop, the company has administrative employees/interns 

to control and manage the orders, dealing with the customer. A law employee is needed in 

order to control every single command done with juridical support and with the correct law 

procedures. The marketing employee works on the company’s customers from the weblogs 

to promote our services and attract them to possible advertisement on the net.  

Finally, the General Manager control the actions proceeded by the rest of the employees, 

guiding them for the best success. Together, he is also responsible for the graphical designs. 
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CHAPTER 3: ASSIGNMENT OVERVIEW 

3.1. Situation Before 

When the assignment started, the company were disposing from several sites for publishing 

articles from its voluntary correspondents. The Graphical products were processed through 

either email or telephone. The company possessed a basic website where the main activities 

are undiscovered, which is www.publisherpartners.com. Information about blogs, products 

cart, possible and existing productions, company information and a contact form are a 

review of what can be found in that website. 

The company was using two servers to offer all their sites. Versio was the server which 

hosted the most important ones, being Internet today the second option. The reason was 

that Versio offers a very decent performance and it is cheaper. 

One problem that the company was confronting is the fact that every time a customer 

ordered any of the products, with any Graphical design, many processes had be done 

manually. The communication between company and client was done through email or 

telephone, as stated. It meant when an order was concreted, the company had to produce 

an invoice for the client to indicate the products involved, prices and different taxes or 

discounts applied. This meant a first communication with the administration department 

had to be done in order to check if the order could be processed. Then, the customer had to 

accept the final price and send the Graphical productions to print. Once these products were 

okay, the invoice had to be transferred to the Administration Manager and wait until the 

money transfer was done by the client. Once it was done, an email informing about the 

success in ordering and the shipping time had to be send to the client. At the same time, the 

order would be transferred to the company supplier in order to print the products and send 

them to the right location. Finally the products would arrive to our client. 

http://www.publisherpartners.com/
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Figure 2: Initial ordering workflow 

It looks very clear it was a very long and manual process, but it is not the only handicap of 

selling products without an automated system. Having the possibility to offer the company’s 

products online without the need of several emails or phone calls may widen the number of 

customers that would choose PublisherPartners beyond others. Also, the company would be 

able to reach more people that may not know its printing services when going to an online 

automated system. And basically, it is a cornerstone when a company want to grow: 

increasing the number of possible customers. Currently, the company has around one or two 

orders per week in the Netherlands. About five articles are published online per week as 

well. If the company could increase the number of customers, it would automatically start 

growing, as it would feed the growing processing chain shown below. 

 

Figure 3: Growing processing chain logic 

3.2. What will be done 

This will be my main goal in this assignment: give the company a stronger tool to grow in the 

middle term. This tool is a webshop where a reasonable number of the total products will be 

offered to the customers. 
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First of all, I have to know the company. Having a good knowledge of the organization I am 

getting involved during some months helps me to understand the problem scope, and 

consequently, to take the right decisions in order to success in my project. 

My main task during the full project is research. There are no specific restrictions on the 

tools I have to use to develop my assignment. My main help will be a powerful software to 

offer the company products online and process the orders in the way to automate the 

company daily activities. However, I will have to deal, understand or learn programming 

languages such as Javascript, PHP, XML, HTML and CSS in order to be able to modify some of 

the default settings that this software will initially possess. The modifications will take place 

to adapt the final product as much as possible to the company’s ideals. To achieve it, I may 

have to install other software such as FTP client, a Graphical editor, and so on. The company 

will try to facilitate all software needed in my tasks. 

During the assignment, I will elaborate some documents explaining important processes I 

would have done. It will be very important for the future of the company when the stage 

had finished. These documents will state and give evidence of what have been done, how, 

and what should be done next time the same or a similar process has to be proceeded. 

Therefore, a small manual of the functionalities of the webshop together with a brief but 

concise manual of the webshop software used will be necessary. 

The command description will be (a more concrete description can be found in the Project 

Plan attachment): 

a) Research which are the server possibilities 

b) Research best webshop builder software that best fits with the company needs 

c) Work with the chosen software for a first basic version. Elaborate a first simple 

manual of the first version, together with a document that states clearer information 

of the products and categories offered. 

d) Evaluate what have been achieved, the new current situation, some possible changes 

and do all research needed for taking the next step for the version 2.0. This research 

will be based on the evaluation made and what have to be done. Therefore, it 

depends on the situation. 

e) Proceed with version 2.0. 

Some command procedure changes may take place during the project. They will be stated in 

the right place when it is explained in the following chapters. 
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CHAPTER 4: INITIAL PHASE 

4.1. The company environment 

My first step on the research is getting the basic knowledge of the company services. As I 

stated in previous chapters, the company has several websites where it offers graphical 

articles together with some information about past and present projects and products.  

Lacking of a big printing engine, the company uses some printers from the neighborhood to 

sell printing matters to the customers, majorly after some graphical design applied.   

PublisherPartners offers to the client a quite big diversity in product types and features 

because it has several suppliers with different product features each. Its first supplier is a 

Dutch company called DirectPrinting. Here, there are many categories of printing products, 

such as posters, flyers, envelopes, letterheads, business cards, and so on. For each category, 

there are hundreds of possibilities combining different features such as weight, printing 

colors, format and material, among others. Another important supplier that offers a similar 

range of products is Elite, from Belgium. Both printers have also some differences in the 

product’s features available, giving more options to PublisherPartners customers.  

DirectPrinting possess a really simple and functional website where they sell their products. 

It will be one of my main research places in the net when starting to break down the code 

for our final webshop. With a basic first page, with a navigation panel and a left navigation 

bar, it is easy and fast to access to the product needed. These two components will be the 

cornerstone to take into account during the development of the final website, being both 

what the customer expect from a website. The more difficulties the customer find it to get 

the information, the more time the company will have to spend with it, or maybe the more 

possibilities the customer to not buy in our webshop.  

Another important information I get from this little research period is the tools the company 

has worked with. With previous knowledge on Wordpress, I will consider in future steps to 

set this software as our webshop building engine, providing that it fulfills our two 

components just mentioned. 

4.2. Servers currently used 

After getting knowledge on how the company is currently working, the next step is choosing 

the server to start working with in the first version of the webshop.  

The research will be based on the two servers the company uses to host its websites. 

Although they do not offer the best possibilities in the market, they have offered good 

services during their hosting. The next table shows a simple comparison between them. 
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 Versio Internettoday 

Current number of sites from 
the company 

Around 10 Around 40 

Price Reseller hosting for 4€ per 
month 

15€ per month 

Advantages Installatron software Unlimited number of domains 
Disk space 15000MB 10000MB 
Traffic space 200GB 50GB 
Disadvantages Long waiting time for each 

server configuration or new site 
creation to be operative 

Installation has to be done by 
your own 

Figure 4: Comparison between possible servers 

The first server chosen to host our first webshop test is Versio. Although there is no previous 

knowledge on how the server will perform building a webshop, one of the main needs will 

be a very big memory space to store our products information. This server is pretty cheap 

and offers a quite big disk space, bigger than Internettoday. From an administration panel 

shown below, we can set and manage our domains features very easily. PhpMyAdmin is 

offered by each domain to manage our database manually. Together, it offers a very 

interesting software called Installatron. With no previous experience on webshop 

development applications, it is important to consider it because of its ease in the installation 

steps, and an easy administration panel. Let’s see what Installatron offers to the customer. 
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Figure 5: Versio administration working space 

4.3. Installatron 

Installatron is a software offered by Versio with a lot of possibilities when building a new 

website. It includes several applications to create different kind of websites such as Magento 

or Prestashop (webshop or e-commerce), Wordpress (weblog), Joomla (portal), among a 

very long list of them.  

The best point of Installatron is the ease when installing the application we decide to build 

the website with. Setting the domain where it is wanted to install it is enough to begin the 

installation, and it will be quickly ready to start building the website.  

The new website will be managed with a frontend, which is the one that will be seen by the 

rest of the users, and with a backend, where the website content will be added and edited to 

make it looks like it is wanted to.  

4.4. Initial software possibilities 

Once we have checked what can be done in our new server software, the next step is 

starting a research on the applications that will be taken into account to start building the 

first webshop version. Among the huge number of applications offered by Installatron, it 
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would be impossible to try them all before deciding which software will be our choice to 

build the webshop, and providing that it will not be the final version of the webshop it would 

be unnecessary. Many facts can take place during the research period that may change our 

tools to work with. For this reason, a decision has to be made on which one the project will 

focus on. 

4.4.1. Wordpress 

As stated before, Wordpress has been one of the company’s tools to offer its services to 

customers. Initially, it is an application that allows the user to build a weblog. The first step is 

choosing the template, which defines the initial structure of the site content. Once the 

template has been chosen, from the backend, the user can set the content that will be 

displayed adjusting different settings. 

Basically, this application uses pages to organize the information contained. Each post will be 

assign to a page where to be visualized.  

In order to be able to build a webshop with Wordpress, there are small pieces of code called 

plug-ins that enables the user to add to the initial version of the weblog. It will offer the 

needed possibilities to the user to create, manage and control the products displayed in the 

website.  

There is a very long list of possibilities to count on, but the first constraint found is the price. 

In this initial phase, the company does not consider to spend money on the software 

research. There is some plug-ins that are not free. Fortunately, there are many free plug-ins 

to check Wordpress possibilities out.  

After some research on the best free plug-ins available, two are the ones that gets the best 

critics: 

 WooCommerce: With this software, it is easy to get the store up and running pretty 

quick. Being able to combine with WooThemes, there are a lot of possibilities to set 

the website layout. Also, it allows the customer to pay in many different ways, being 

PayPal the most important one. Finally, it contains a lot of possibilities when creating 

the products, being able to set different prices for different attributes in the same 

product. WooCommerce features include sales reports, control over shipping and tax 

charges, a customer account area, order management, product and inventory 

management, coupon codes, and more. 

 WP e-commerce: WP e-Commerce includes features like flexible coupon codes and 

discounts, control over shipping calculations, product and category RSS feeds, 

multilingual, support for multiple currencies, PayPal and Google Checkout 

integration, one-page checkout, admin dashboard for sales overview, basic inventory 

control, and much more. 
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Both seem to be a very good option when trying to create a webshop adapting the weblog 

site. It is difficult to choose which one is the best, and they are not the only possibilities 

available. The decision taken is to try WooCommerce plug-in together with WordPress 

software. Both contain very similar functionalities and features in the backend, but 

WooCommerce seems to offer a better support surrounding it. In this phase, it may appear 

doubts on how to configure some settings to make everything work, and it can be an 

important point. It also seems that WP eCommerce received several complaints about its 

performance, although they are both the most popular ones. 

4.4.2. Magento 

The second option that the company considered among the others is Magento. It is 

considerably new compared to the others, with a very big engine, but also much more 

complex than the others. Its core is built by thousands of documents linking PHP with HTML, 

XML and CSS, majorly. It contains also images and others.  

After a clean install with Installatron software, we can start configuring its backend and 

seeing its results in a default template in the frontend. In a while, a Magento backend user 

can appreciate its capacity: 

 To manage customers and distribute them in groups with specific features and 

privileges 

 To create and fully manage products with multiple settings  

 To organize these products in categories which can be created with also specific and 

multiple settings 

 To add and remove settings (called attributes) to the products 

 To completely control de orders from the customers with a three step process: order 

confirmation, invoice and shipment 

 To set coupons, tags, newsletters, polls, comparisons, reports and more 

 To modify the pages and its content in order to adapt the layout reasonably to the 

company needs 

 To configure other webshop settings such as all emails from sales, contacts, errors, 

payment gateways which the customer will be able to choose during the checkout. 

 To add hundreds of Magento extensions 

 And many others!  

Besides the backend, the webshop could be completely managed with an FTP server. 

However, it contains a lot of functionalities spread over tons of documents, making it hard to 

edit. We can predict that almost all the functionalities will remain the same, editing just the 

needed one to adapt to the company needs. Another weak point seems to be the navigation 

speed, performing in a pretty lower speed than other softwares.  
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4.4.3. Software chosen 

According to the main components stated previously, being able to have an operative, easy 

to use and fast site is a cornerstone in order to make company’s customers happy. However, 

the company does not have a very big number of clients to offer the webshop these days. 

The most important addition of the site will be the possibility to automate its sales without 

the need of direct email contact, while having fully control of them and the customers. 

Magento offers a bigger management system, with many and clearer control settings to 

adapt to the different customers and their petitions. Many page layouts are already created 

and ready to be set in terms of the different pages needs. And a more important point, it is 

originally created to build a webshop. Some plug-ins have been created and failed to be fully 

compatible with its software. Sometimes, adding external code or “patches” can be a 

possibility, but each piece of code is created with some logistics that can be different from 

each other. This may create bad usage of the functions, and produce some errors. It is very 

common to find this sort of problems in this software support section, and if it appears 

during the middle of a project it may be a big enough drawback to not finishing it on time.  

The final choice will be to develop the webshop with Magento software. Although it needs 

quite a good hosting server in order to offer a fast navigation to the customer, and it is 

something the company cannot afford at this point, and something Versio is not offering, it 

is chosen to build a much more secure, manageable and webshop adapted site. Some 

changing decisions may be taken during the next phase according to its performance and 

results. If they happen, they will be explained consequently. 

4.5. Sum up 

In this initial phase, the base of the project has been defined. Versio is the server chosen to 

build the webshop in, using Magento application installed with Installatron software. It took 

some time to get used to the whole system characteristics, but once the choice has been 

taken, everything is ready to start building a first version of the webshop. Important 

decisions have been taken, and there is no insurance they are the correct ones. Next phase 

will lay them out clearer. 
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CHAPTER 5: FIRST WEBSHOP VERSION 

5.1. Introduction 

At this point, the research on Magento enabled having a deep knowledge on the main 

editable functionalities from the backend. These functionalities will build the basic core of 

the website. However, there is another branch that has to be dealt with in order to achieve 

the initial goals set for the webshop. 

First, the webshop should display a nice layout to attract company’s customers, but also a 

quick identification of the actions to proceed and without extra useless information. By 

default, our template installed through Installatron contains advertisement that may disturb 

or confuse customers when buying in the webshop. Layout colors do not coincide with the 

company emblem, neither do some of the images. 

Besides colors and images, some information is rendered and controlled from inner files 

from the software that cannot be edited in the backend, such as some footer links, 

information messages in some pages like contact form, and so on. 

These files, contained in the Magento set of approximately twelve thousand files, can be 

modified using a FTP server. These kinds of programs enable the user to connect with the 

server. Once connected, all the webshop files can be opened and edited with the proper text 

editor. After the edition, the changes can be seen immediately in the frontend. 

However, setting a new template for the website is also possible. There are tons of defined 

templates available online, although not all of them are for free. A new template may display 

a better layout, with better colors and blocks distribution alongside the site. Also, it may add 

and/or remove some functionality to the website that will make it more appropriate for the 

company principles. And, obviously, it can be once again edited with the FTP server. 

5.2. New template 

Getting a new template may ease and simplify the webshop development. For this reason, 

we decide to do a research on templates available online. During this research, Buyshop was 

found as the main possibility. This theme offers the following features: 

 Some predefined different layouts 

 Possibility to login using social networks 

 Integrated sliders for the from page 

 High quality icon colors 

 QR code for each product 

 Autocomplete search field 

 Discount labels stuck to the product images 
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 Responsive layout (adapted to smartphones use) 

In addition, the layout contains editable blocks in order to avoid providing the customer 

useless or wrong information, together with a more colorful and attractive site. These issues 

can mainly be managed and edited in the backend, without coding through the FTP server. 

Even though this template will cost a small amount of money, it is the one chosen to build 

the first webshop version. It allows the user to have a better control of the layout, while I get 

used to the layout coding in the meanwhile, mainly HTML and CSS. Also, it allows us to 

release the first version on time as predicted at the beginning of the assignment, functional 

and offering the products to the customer with a more adaptable page layout. 

5.3. Products 

Products are the first and most important thing to set in the webshop, as they are the core 

of it. Later on, the other settings around will be configured in order to get a functional 

workflow. 

The company gets its products from the printing suppliers. These suppliers have a big 

product range and variety, defined by many features. It is out of the assignment scope to 

offer all the products available from the suppliers. What the webshop will offer will be the 

main purchased products for the company’s current customers. In the following table, the 

products’ categories chosen for the webshop initially are displayed, specifying the attributes 

for each of them. 

Product categories Category attributes 

Envelopes Format, weight, material, printing color, 
window, closure 

Letterheads Format, printing color, material, weight 
Business cards Format, printing color, material, weight, finish, 

corner 
Brochures / Magazines Format, printing color, material, weight, number 

of pages, cover, finish 
Figure 6: Product categories and its attributes 

Each category has its own attributes, and these attributes are the ones which define how the 

product looks like. After choosing the categories that will be displayed in the webshop, the 

next step is selecting which attributes will be available out of the whole set of attributes 

offered by the suppliers. In the figure below, a more clear explanation on what a product 

consists on is given. A product will consist on the combination of one possibility for each 

attribute for all the attributes of the category. 
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Figure 7: Products Magento hierarchy 

For more information, in Annex D there is an explanation about all the attributes from the 

categories chosen and its chosen possibilities. There is also a table for each category 

specifying the attribute possibilities chosen. 

5.3.1. Insertion in Magento 

Products insertion in Magento is really easy although the whole process takes some steps. 

Magento organizes each product in categories, and each category has its own attributes that 

will define the product. 

The first step is creating the category, which will contain a set of products. Four categories 

are created: Envelopes, Letterheads, Business cards, and Brochures / Magazines. Here, a 

layout distribution can be chosen, having one, two or three columns distribution among the 

possibilities to display the information of the category. This category will be displayed in the 

horizontal navigation menu in the webshop. 

Once the category has been created, Magento offers the possibility to create attributes or to 

use the default ones. Because new features need to be defined for each product, some new 

attributes for each category will be created. They will be gathered in an Attribute set, one 

Attribute set for each category. Therefore, each category will have the attributes defined 

previously in Figure 1, together will the default settings initially offered, as they cannot be 

removed. A logical structure of the products is shown in the figure below. 

 

Figure 8: Magento products relation 

Finally, the new product is inserted, choosing the corresponding attribute set. Setting the 

attributes has no trick, but price setting deserve a word. To set the price, we will use a 
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Custom option that Magento offers. First, a basic price is set. Then, based on the initial price, 

each product will offer some variances depending on: 

 Delivery speed: depending on the urge of the customer, he/she will be able to choose 

between different speed options, the faster the more expensive. 

 Number of units: the initial price will be on the lower number of units, being the 

customer able to order more, the more units the more expensive. 

 Printer: the normal printing method is the offset method. However, some products 

offer the digital printing method, being of higher quality and more expensive. 

To set each price variant, it has to be added in the custom option, and the price will be the 

difference between this variant price and the basic price. 

These variances will be displayed in the webshop in a dropdown menu, below the basic 

product information. 

 

Figure 9: Sample of the dropdown menu in the product site 

5.4. Logic of the webshop 

Once products have been inserted in the backend, customers can already start purchasing 

for them. To purchase for a product they can use the navigation menu, or the set of products 

from the front page. It offers a set configurable in the backend, where some specific 

products, which the company may be interested in showing first, are displayed. Each 

category offers some products. In each product site, its information is displayed and the 

customer can select among a list of possibilities between the variances (number of units, 

delivery speed and printer) in a dropdown menu. Once a variance has been chosen, the 

customer press Add to cart and continue shopping or access the shopping cart to, after that, 

proceed with the checkout. In the following and last step, the customer will have to set 

some information about billing, shipment and payment. Notice that the customer will have 

to be registered and logged in before proceeding with the order information. 
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After placing the order, the customer receives an order confirmation and will be able to 

follow the order process in his/her account. The company Sales Manager controls the orders 

procedure and payment, in order to be delivered on time to the customer, while ensuring 

everything is being processed right. In the following figure, there is a general overview about 

the webshop entities. 

 

Figure 10: Basic webshop entities overview 

5.5. Review 

Purchasing a new template allowed us to build a visual webshop with 60 products over 4 

categories. Although before starting the assignment the initial idea was to have around 100 

products online, the main goal is to be able to use a functional webshop. Products can be 

added easily following the Annex C and company’s policy to set their prices. 

Being a first version and test when working with Magento, the website allows the customer 

to purchase for products organized in categories. These products do not contain image 

(almost none of them) and the right description information yet, but they are set with the 

right price, according to the company policy. Therefore, the customer is able to proceed with 

the checkout with the right price. On the other hand, the payment cannot be processed in 

real, as the payment methods are not set yet, and iDeal method is not working. 

Other features that the webshop do /do not offer at this moment are: 

 The contact form is working. The customer can send a form to the manager of the 

webshop, and the company receives and deals with the message. 

 There is some information displayed in the website which has no business with the 

company and should be removed. 

 Social networks are not set properly, although they appear in the webshop footer 

and header. They should be either removed or configured in the right way. 
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 Colors of the website are not identified with the company colors, based on the logo. 

They should be adapted a little bit in a more appropriate way to link the customer 

with the company. 

 A clear and fast-access navigation menu is set with 4 categories. 

 Payment method needs to be set. A research on the possibilities should be done in 

order to get the option that best suits the company policy. 

 Information is displayed in English and Dutch. It should be reunited to one language. 

 The emails used to communicate with the customer are the default one, showing 

some wrong information. They should be edited as well. 

In the following chapter, an explanation on how to proceed with the final webshop version 

development will be given, trying to modify all facts that are not currently adapted to 

PublisherPartners, in order to offer a more attractive webshop to the customer. 
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CHAPTER 6: FINAL WEBSHOP VERSION 

6.1. Next decisions 

In the previous steps, the research and Magento configuration period allowed us to have a 

clearer idea of Magento potential. It contains a large set of asset that helps administrators 

and managers from the company to control and manage customers, orders and products 

with ease once the whole website, both from backend and from core file, is edited.  

Versio was the server chosen first, but Magento found some troubles dealing with the 

hosting package settings. Some timeout errors were found when creating attribute set in the 

previous chapter, and also when backing up the system. In general terms, it was a really slow 

server in both backend and frontend. However, Magento critics indicate it is needed a really 

strong and fast server in order to dispose from a fast website, meaning it would cost quite 

more as well. 

Even though it would not directly mean an improvement, we decided to set our webshop in 

Internettoday, switching from our initial decision. Internettoday is already hosting several 

company websites, and it would not cost additional money to have one more domain hosted 

in there. What is more, it has better support, according to previous experience, and it 

something potentially needed in a phase where coding and extra or final checking must be 

done. 

Together, a new domain will be set at Internettoday, instead of moving the past domain 

from the old to the new server. This new and final domain will be 

http://shop.publisherpartners.nl. Here, an English webshop for the company will be offered. 

Although the company has most of the customers in the Netherlands, and being a NL 

domain, I have no knowledge enough in order to build the webshop in Dutch. A Magento 

manual will be delivered in case the company decides to offer a Dutch version, in order to 

facilitate and state how changes should be done. 

In this domain, the newest Magento version will be installed from scratch. It means the 

template purchased previously will no longer be part of the working shop. Although initially 

it was appreciated for its visual icons and life colors, the company is looking for a simpler 

webshop that offers its colors and information. It consequently means the core files will 

have to be edited either with a new template or with the old one.  

This last Magento version will offer new features compared to the previous one: 

 Optimized cache for simple servers. 

 Elimination of many database deadlocks. 

 Security: 

http://shop.publisherpartners.nl/
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o More CSRF protections, which make hackers be able to impersonate the 

customer. 

o Less session vulnerability, changing the user ID every time a user logins, which 

will unable the attacker from taking control of the registered account. 

o Better cryptographic methods when storing passwords. 

 Performance improvements 

 Better tax calculations 

 Web store and shopping cart enhancements. 

 Payment method improvements, mainly for PayPal. 

 Administrative ordering improvement to have a better control from the backend. 

 Shopping cart price rules works properly. 

From the features stated, many of them are pretty important for the company. With a slow 

host server, having an optimized cache means consequently the time will be potentially 

reduced in many of the rendering actions, getting the right information from the database 

without deadlocks. Security is always important for a company webshop, as much as 

possible, in order to avoid mainly fraud. Tax and shopping cart price rules will be used as well 

in all customer orders. Tax (VAT) will be applied to each product. Price rules will be used to 

offer some discounts to customers, organized in Customer groups. Orders need to be 

managed, and so do payments, although PayPal will not be set initially. 

In this last version, some goals will try to be achieved: 

 Remove all information which does not refer to the company. 

 Edit the emails sent from Magento to adapt to what they should display. 

 Ensure all transactional emails are working properly, enabling fully contact between 

customer and company. 

 Establish the payment methods selected by the company. 

 Modify the webshop layout accordingly 

 Have fully control over the orders, making them work properly 

 Set customer groups, discounts, tax, and other options in order to have a better 

company organization from backend. 

6.2. Parallel survey: XpressionManager 

Before starting building the final webshop, I had the opportunity to get to know a new 

company called XpressionManager. This company offers a Dutch software ready to build 

printing webshops. Although it is potentially used as Magento is, they have different ways of 

organizing the information. Being more focused on building printing websites, it may have 

more configurable options for it, being Magento much more general. The information in the 

backend is divided in two parts: 
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 Logistics: the user can control and manage the information of all the orders. This is 

what the Sales Manager would do. 

 Maintenance: the user can create and manage customers, products and all the other 

settings. Therefore, products will be created and shown in the structured menu, and 

they will offer several possibilities and prices set here. Orders, emails and others are 

validated using editable rules and restrictions, and email information can be set as 

well. Finally, the entire layout can be edited using CSS and HTML attached code, or 

setting colors and pictures for the different parts of the website.  

In this chapter, the website core files will be edited in order to give a different and more 

appropriate layout to the webshop.  

This software was useful to get used to code editing, and also to get some ideas on how to 

present information in the website. Although it is not 100% ready software (they are still 

finishing its development), it will be a possibility for our company future website. In its favor, 

a fast server and printing oriented software play an important role.  

6.3. Inserting products 

As done in the first webshop version, the first thing to be done is to insert products in the 

website. Initially, the ideal task would be to do a backup of the products inserted in the first 

phase. It would make this first task quicker.  

Researching on how an export/import should be done in Magento, the information shows 

that it is a tricky and dangerous procedure. The steps to copy the already inserted products 

to the new webshop would be: 

1. Create a sample product in the new webshop, together with the all categories and 

attributes assigned to them. They have to coincide with the products we want to 

import. It may mean creating a sample product for each category, providing that 

each category has its own attributes. 

2. Export these products as a CSV file using Magento backend.  

3. Export all products from the first webshop in the same way. 

4. Copy the products exported from the first webshop to the CSV file exported with 

sample products. 

5. Import the CSV file to the new webshop version using Magento backend. 

It is easy to appreciate a minimal error can cause multiple future errors. This is a harsh 

method, and more problems may appear if the company has to modify the attributes or 

categories of each product. Many problems come when users try to add parches or pieces of 

code to some preset code. Providing that some software extensions or plug-ins will be added 

to the current code when the company needs to enlarge webshop possibilities, it may be 

more probable to get messed or troublesome at some point. Trying to avoid future errors, 

we decided to create the products once again from scratch. Although the estimate time to 
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insert all 60 products, including categories and attributes, is three days, it may be worth in 

order to avoid those errors.  

 

Figure11: Product insertion in the backend, editing Custom options 

The products inserted will be the same products inserted previously. However, some prices 

may slightly change because of company’s new policy, together with some other 

modifications needed. 

6.4. Customer, tax and coupons 

Initially, there will be two kinds of customers: the normal and the good customer. The 

company will set all new customers to the normal group, and if they increase the number of 

orders, they may become good customers. The difference will be the special offers they will 

be able to get. It is very common in the Netherlands to offer discount coupons to the 

customers, in order to stimulate the client to buy more. For this reason, the company will set 

a 5% discount applicable to normal customers, and a 10% discount applicable to the good 

ones. Both will be set using backend features. 

Another important issue for the Dutch market is taxes. The company needs to set a tax to 

each product, called VAT. The tax value applied will be 21% and will be displayed once the 

customer is located in the shopping cart site. 
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Figure 12: Shopping cart page when buying a product, showing the tax and coupons applied for a Normal 
customer 

It is worth to say the customer will need a website account in order to be able to purchase 

for the products. Therefore, the company will be able to keep track on all the clients 

interested in our products. The account can be created in both the backend and the 

frontend. 

6.5. Payment 

Once the webshop is ready to proceed with the checkout, the next step is configuring the 

payment method(s) which will be offered to the customer during the checkout. Magento 

offers a very long list of possibilities, and the user can even create and establish its own 

method.  

Among all the options, three of them will be considered beyond the others: 

 Bank transfer: it is very simple to establish and make it work. The company will 

facilitate the bank account information to the customer, and the customer will 

transfer the amount of money reported in the checkout (or in the order confirmation 

email). 

 iDeal: it is the most common used payment method inside the Netherlands. This is a 

very fast and secure payment, linked to many Dutch banks. To transfer money, the 

webshop will dispose from a provider which will connect to the payment service. The 

customer will be redirected to the bank company site to finish the transfer. ING 
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direct, Rabobank and ABN AMRO are some of the companies which have this 

payment method integrated.  

 PayPal: it is a worldwide used and known method. It accepts almost any card or 

company, which makes it very powerful as a payment service.  

The first payment method to be configured is Bank transfer. To allow this payment, the only 

thing that has to be done is Enable it and give the customer the bank account information 

where the money needs to be transferred. Once the order has been placed, the customer 

will receive an email, but the order will not be processed and accepted until he/she does the 

money transfer to the company. 

 

Figure 13: Information given to the customer to do the bank transfer. 

For iDeal payment method, some research is done, providing that there are many suppliers 

offering this service, but the prices are mostly high.  

Payment service supplier Deal 

Card Gate Plus  A basic package for 0.70€ per transaction. 

 A plus package for 0.58€ per transaction, with a 
One-time administration fee of 75€ and a 
minimum fee per month of 20€. 

Moneybookers A 7.9% chargeback protection, 0,49€ refund per 
transaction, a 1% charge as sending money fee, and a 25€ 
chargeback fee for credit and debit card 

Sisow 0,45€ per transaction 
Figure 14: Payment gateways researched for setting iDeal payment 

Although the first two research options were more well-known and ready to be set in 

Magento’s backend, Sisow offers a very good price if the company only needs iDeal payment 

gateway. For this reason, it will be the option selected. 
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This supplier facilitates to the customer, once some merchant data has been inserted, a ZIP 

file which contains extra code to add to the software core, and a PDF explanation file. In 

order to add the extra code, a FTP server program is used. Later, in the webshop backend, 

some extra information is set to link properly with the payment supplier and display the 

right data to the customer while performing the ordering in the right way. 

 

Figure 75: iDeal payment method 

The last payment considered, PayPal, will finally not be set as a one of the payments offered 

to the customers. Company’s customers are mainly from the Netherlands, and iDeal is the 

top payment used, already set in almost all the companies. For the few current international 

customers, a bank transfer will be enough. Nevertheless, PublisherPartners pretends in a 

near future to set PayPal in the webshop, together with a broaden customers market. 

Another point related to payment is the Shipping method. Initially, the orders will have no 

shipping costs for the customer, but it may change in the future if the company finds it 

appropriate. 

 

Figure 86: Free shipping for the customer in the checkout 

6.6. Email 

The email settings are the last step to get ready before being able to set and control orders 

from customers in the webshop. First the employees’ information who will send 
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(automatically) a message to customers has to be set in the backend, and also the ones who 

will receive a message or a copy for some orders. 

Trigger Consequence Sender Receiver 

New account creation Welcome email 
(without register 
confirmation) 

General contact Customer 

New order placed Order confirmation 
email 

Sales Representative Customer 
Copy to: Sales 
Representative 

New order placed and 
paid by the customer 
using iDeal 

iDeal payment email Sisow supplier Customer, 
PublisherPartners as 
merchant 

Order acceptance Invoice email Sales Representative Customer 
Copy to: Sales 
Representative 

Order shipped Shipment email Sales Representative Customer 
Copy to: Sales 
Representative 

Contact form 
submitted 

Contact form email Custom email General contact 

Error or failure Informational email Customer support Customer 
Figure 17: Webshop transactional emails overview 

Above there is an overview on how the emails work in the webshop. They can all be set in 

the backend and disable in case it is considered necessary. In this case, the company will not 

enable the invoice and shipment email, as it is preferred to edit and deliver a personal 

invoice, after the data has been inserted in the company’s order administrator software.  

Magento is using predefined email roles to manage these email transactions. They have 

been set in the following way: 

 Sales representative: Head administrator. He will receive and manage all orders. 

 Customer support: Head manager. He will be on charge when some function of the 

webshop is not working properly. 

 Custom email: Head manager. He will be responsible of giving advice and answer any 

question a customer could have. 

 General contact: Head manager. He will welcome new customers. 

To have a clearer idea on how emails flow work, there is a schematic figure below explaining 

an order placement procedure, using iDeal payment method. When an order is placed, the 

customer will receive an order confirmation, and a copy will be sent to the Sales 

representative too, just to ensure the email service is working, and to have a more 

exhaustive orders control. After the order placement, the customer is redirected to an iDeal 

payment site. When it finishes, both customer and the webshop company will receive an 

email informing that a new payment has been processed successfully. The fact that the 
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Welcome email is in the schema means that a registration or account is needed to order in 

the webshop. 

 

Figure 18: Emails and entities taking part when placing an order 

6.7. Last backend information 

Although almost all the information is rendered from the database and core code of 

Magento, using the backend the user can also edit pages which are displayed in the website. 

These pages are located at CMS – Pages. The website will use the following pages: 

 Home page: it will be displayed at the main webshop page with a welcome message 

to the company webshop, initially. It will also contain the company legal information. 

This information is shown because Sisow supplier requested to make it visible. 

 About us: it will offer some extra about PublisherPartners.  

 Customer service: it will explain how the webshop works, and give more information 

to the customer about general issues such as shipment, ordering, etc.  

 Terms & conditions: it will state all the legal information and restrictions about the 

company. 

 404 Not Found 1: used when a requested page has not been found. 
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6.8. Class diagram 

After setting all the webshop parts and get all functionalities working, we can set a better 

website overview on the entities taking part, more accurate than the previous one in the 

first webshop version. 

 

Figure 19: Class diagram of the webshop 

6.9. Webshop layout 

Once everything needed is set to be working properly, some information displayed should 

be added, modified or removed in order to get the best webshop layout possible. Magento 

backend does not allow doing almost any of these core things. However, an FTP server helps 

the user to be able to access the documents where this information is configured. Using this 

program, CSS and HTML files will be edited, and changes will be displayed immediately in the 

frontend. First, a core overview of Magento will be necessary to understand where files and 

information will be located. Later, files changes will be stated with the consequent results. 

6.9.1. Understanding Magento engine 

To modify the background layout of the webshop, it is important to understand how its files 

are distributed and which logistics they follow.  

Magento is a MVC (Model-View-Controller) software. This kind of software organizes the 

user interaction in three parts or steps: 

 Controller: mediates input, converting it to commands for the model or view. 

 Model: consists of application data, business rules, logic, and functions. 

 View: any output data representation. 
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Figure 20: Model-View-Controller interaction diagram 

In most of the MVC applications, all models are organized together, view together, etc. 

However, Magento organizes the information based on functionalities. For example, in the 

checkout functionality, you will find controllers, models, and also helpers, blocks… All 

functionalities are located and coded in app/code/core/, and all files are linked explicitly in 

config.xml. It means if a new file is added but is has not been communicated to the XML file, 

it will not be performed.  

Magento deals with the functionalities with the following information organization: 

 Controller: examines the URL and determines which classes and action methods have 

to be called. 

 Model: it will deal and manage data, connecting with SQL database without using 

SQL code. Instead, it will use functions already set from the library. 

 

Figure 21: Model file getting and setting information from SQL 

 Helper: contains methods which allow us to perform common tasks on objects. 
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Figure22: Helper functionality 

 Observers (not always present): every time an event happens, some code can be 

triggered. 

 Block: displays the layout defined in the PHTML files, while interacting with Models. 

Layout is one of the most important parts here, and it will be the one, together with the CSS, 

which will be modified to tune up the webshop. 

Layout files are located in app/design/base/default, having two important parts: 

 XML: Magento define a layout with blocks. Even if a function calls a piece of HTML 

code, if the block is not defined in the XML file, it will not be rendered. 

 PHTML: organizes and defines the information using HTML and PHP. This way, most 

of the times, it will be directly depending on the other functionality files defined in 

code folder. 

A piece of code appears very often in the layout files: 

$this->getChildHtml(‘name_of_child’) 

Magento has many nested Blocks, and this is how a Block renders them. However, a Block 

can only render a child Block if the child Block is included as a nested Block in the Layout 

XML file. 

In skin folder is where the HTML code has its attributes defined, in CSS. There is only one file 

where all the classes, id and the rest of HTML tags and information is defined. The folder also 

contains the images located in the database and rendered using code. The rest of the media 

inserted directly from the Magento backend will be found in the media folder. 

6.9.2. Layout changes 

In order to set the website with proper and more adequate layout, some changes are done 

in the core files. It is done using a FTP server, which allows modifying these files and 

updating them immediately to see the changes. 

PublisherPartners main colors, based on the logo, are black, grey, red and white. According 

to them, most of the layout will be modified trying to adapt it to these colors. To do it, 

hexadecimal color code will be used. These will be the numbers that will identify the colors: 

 Black: #000 

 Light grey: #DFDFDF 

 Dark grey: #9F9F9F 
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 Red: #E5352C 

 White: #FFF 

 

Here I will explain the changes we did in the background and why. They will be processed 

mainly through FTP server. 

First of all, to adapt our website, we will take the main colors of the company logo as the 

standard base: black, light grey, dark grey, red, white. 

6.5.2.1. Header 

It will appear at the top of all pages, and majorly it will not change. On the left there is a 

logo, set in a fixed position and changing when hovering. Both grey colors will be on the 

background, and on the navigation bar categories available will be displayed on red color, 

and turning black when hovering. A white welcome message will change when customers 

login. The customer navigation will be displayed below it in black, although it will require to 

login to access it.  

 

Figure 23:Webshop header 

6.5.2.2. Footer 

It will appear at the bottom of all pages, and will display a link list for more website and 

customer information. The company contact information will be below it, displayed in white 

color. The background color will be red.  

 

Figure 24: Webshop footer 
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6.5.2.3. Content 

In almost all pages, its content will show a left side bar where some blocks are displayed. 

These blocks will be a poll (described in the backend), the shopping cart and the information 

of the website payment methods activated, currently iDeal and Direct transfer. My wishlist 

block will appear when the customer has added some product to it. These blocks have red 

title, links are grey, and the buttons are with grey background, black text color and red 

border line. In the right part, the page information will be displayed.  

Home 

A welcome text is displayed, together with the company information. This information is 

displayed twice because Sisow needs it to appear clearly in the website. 

 

Figure 25: Webshope Home page 

Category 

It displays the category products in a grid. This grid has been modified to adapt it to the two 

columns layout. It displays: 

 4 products in each row, instead of three. 

 Centered text and buttons, with black, red or grey colors. 

 A “from” text has been added above the price. The reason is the price displayed is for 

the cheapest units/delivery speed/printer possible. 
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 Each item has a grey background color when hovering.  

 In each page, maximum 16 products will be displayed, and there will only be a bar at 

the top of the grid to navigate across the category pages, in case there are more than 

16 products in the category, and information about the number of item. Sort by, 

Number of products per page dropdown, and grid/list possibility have been removed. 

All the items will display the same image. Breadcrumbs have been removed from the top of 

the page. 

 

Figure 26: Webshop category page 

Product 

Breadcrumbs have also been removed from this page. All the information on the page has 

been adapted to the company colors: 

 The bigger image displayed has a light grey rounded border added. 

 Inventory availability text has been removed below the links to email a friend or 

review a product. Instead, a “from” text has been inserted, for the same reason as 

stated in the Category site.  

 All the product possibilities, in terms of units, delivery speed and printer (offset or 

digital) are inserted in a dropdown menu. 

 The quantity input form has been removed. In this case, the number of units is 

selected as a dropdown option. 

 Below, the product attributes information is stated again. 
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Figure 27: Webshop product page 

The initial intention was to modify the dropdown menu to make a table instead, where the 

customer could select more easily the option desired. However, the functionalities used to 

get the information are too complex, and the right solution could not be found for it. 

Therefore, we decided to leave it this way. 

Shopping Cart 

In the shopping cart, the chosen product information is displayed in a one column layout, 

with no side bar. The following changes have been processed: 

 Buttons have been modified, leaving Proceed to Checkout button as it was 

previously. The information is displayed following company’s colors. 

 Two columns have been removed from the cart: quantity and unit price. Both were 

used to indicate the number of units (selected in the price) and the price per unit, 

which does not exist.  

 Discount code block is displayed below the cart to allow the customer use the 

discount available. 

 The final price block shows the tax information and the coupon information. 

 A shipping cost calculation has been removed, providing that it will be initially free. 
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Figure 28: Webshop shopping cart page 

Check out 

When the customer has already added all the products to the cart, the checkout is 

processed. It displays a one column layout, as Shopping cart. Here the customer has to insert 

or maybe update some information: 

1. Billing information 

This is the information of the customer. The block title color has been modified, and some 

fields have been changed from its initial position for a more logical display. Address now only 

has one field. 
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Figure 29: Webshop checkout page, displaying billing information 

2. Payment Method 

After shipping settings, the payment method has to be selected. Bank transfer information 

has been inserted in the backend, and iDeal option shown a dropdown. This dropdown has 

been modified to show a Select one bank text when the option has not been selected. 

 

Figure 30: Webshop checkout page, displaying payment method 
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My account 

When the customer logins, the My account page is displayed first. This page shows 

information about the customer. The following changes have been applied: 

 Colors have been adapted to company’s ones. 

 The left side bar displayed the account navigation, with red colored current option, 

black colored the others, and dark grey when hovering. 

 

Figure 31: Webshop my account page 

6.5.2.4. Emails 

Every order placed triggers an email sending to the customer, with a copy to the Sales 

manager. This email, by default, contains some information which was not correct. This are 

the following changes applied: 

 The logo of PublisherPartners has been inserted at the top, instead of the default 

Magento one. 

 Dear customer text replaces the previous Hello text. 

 The information text has been adapted to the company. Email needed to be changed, 

and notes reminding sending the PDF files and information about the Bank transfer 

payment method are stated. The order number is also modified. 

 Border colors and table header background has been adapted to company’s ones. 
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There are more emails which have been edited, but, as mentioned before, they are not 

enabled for company policy.  

 

Figure 32: Webshop order confirmation email (top part) 
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

In order to build the webshop, first a server had to be chosen. The company was using at the 

beginning of the project two of them for hosting its websites: Internettoday and Versio. In 

the first step, Versio was chosen, with an easier eCommerce builder installation and more 

possibilities. However, its performance was not so good in terms of navigation speed, and 

the other option was chosen for the second and final step. In this last step, some problems 

concerning emails and some other issues appeared, being solved with excellence thanks to a 

good support team offered by the server. Besides that, the speed performance did not 

improve and a new server should be used in the future if the company wants to offer to 

customers the final webshop, although budget must be taken into account. As stated before, 

one of the goals a customer would like the webshop to provide is ease of working, and a 

faster speed is crucial for it. 

This slow speed is majorly a consequence of the software chosen, Magento. It offers a pretty 

much bigger set of tools to define the webshop, and it pays the check when being 

performed. The amount of function calls and data stored in files and databases slow the 

speed down. Wordpress is a simpler and faster software application and, consequently, 

would offer a simpler but faster webshop to the customer.  

The initial goal of the project was to offer customers a functional webshop where they could 

purchase for their products. This goal has been achieved, offering two payment methods 

(Sisow and Direct transfer) and good communication on the order emails. The layout has 

been adapted as much as possible to the company. It displays, in most of the cases, the 

colours appearing in the company logo. However, there are some customizable parts in the 

webshop which may need some graphical design to change its layout. Although designing 

good images was not a goal in the project, products do not display a specific image for each 

of them. There is lack of specific product description in the product view as well. It will be 

performed in future projects by a designer intern. Another task which has not been achieved 

is modifying the way of choosing the product option. A dropdown menu is displayed in each 

product view. Instead, a table was the original idea to be displayed, but it has not been 

possible to modify the files code to display it. 
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EVALUATION 

These five months as an intern at PublisherPartners have been my longest experience 

working as an electrical engineer for a company. The fact of doing this internship in the 

Netherlands, which is not my home country, made me improve my communication skills in 

English as well as my capability of adaption to a different working environment from what I 

am used to. Working every day during eight hours with new software and tools has been one 

of the biggest challenges. Together, doing the whole project with no previous real 

experience has made me realized it takes many small pieces which must be taken into 

account, providing that they have to be put together and they must fit.  

At some points during the project, I realized I did some mistakes, and sometimes I did not 

work in the proper way. Nevertheless, my tutor in the company guided me in order to 

achieve the project goal. Understanding this way of working and responsibilities took some 

time, but it is something I really appreciate and I learned a lot from. 

At the end of the period, all information, details, results and conclusions obtained about the 

project have to be gathered in a complete report that must reflect all the steps followed to 

achieve what has been done so far. From my point of view it was the most difficult part 

because after working such a long time on the same thing it becomes more difficult to 

reflect all the information in a clear and understandable way through a report. Plus, writing a 

technical report in English, which is not my mother tongue, added another handicap to this 

task. However, I am satisfied with the work done in this internship concerning the report and 

the work at the company, although there might be some information missing. 

Regarding the company, PublisherPartners, I think that they provided me with a good 

environment to carry out this project as well as all the means to make this prototype a 

reality. My experience there has been very positive.   
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ATTACHMENTS 

Attachment A: Description of the Graduation Project Survey 

1. Describe the problem analysis 

There is a lack of specific knowledge on how to build the new website for Publisher Partners. 

Although there are many ideas on it, a good research must be done in order to know the one 

that more perfectly fits with the company.  

Nowadays, the company has about 20 websites running, the three “most important” are:  

 One made via wordpress.com, a very simple one made in the cloud (on the server 
side). [ www.publisherpartners.wordpress.com ] 

 One made via wordpress.org, where the company can upload its own version build in 
the client side with Wordpress. [ www.grafischenieuwsbrief.nl ] 

 Another one made by an external company, Omines. They pay a monthly fee to the 
company and it can register new users, so they can read the articles and 
comment/value them. [ www.inzaken.eu ] 

 
They would like to be able to build a webshop to sell their products in the future while 

keeping their blogs for publishing articles online. 

 
2. Describe the graduation assignment 

The main objective is to build a website based on a webshop, where the customers can buy 

the company’s products. We can divide the process in two big steps: 

1. The first step will be moving www.moprint.nl to the Versio environment and then use 
this URL for research/first testing. Later, we will choose the best option and integrate 
this to grafisheshop.nl. This will be a small system of about 100 products and 5 
categories with only printed matters. Customers can buy these products online, choosing 
all variables that are available. This first step is shown in the image below in the red are 
with number I. 

 

 

http://www.publisherpartners.wordpress.com/
http://www.grafischenieuwsbrief.nl/
http://www.inzaken.eu/
http://www.moprint.nl/
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2. The last step of the project will be improving this website, trying to add other options 
besides buying printed matters online. In the image above we can see the other options 
that PublisherPartners wishes at this moment. These steps are: 

a. Step 1: Treating an idea proposed by the customer, behaving as a consultant. 
b. Step 2: Some customers will be able to design themselves and can order it. 
c. Step 4: Adding mailhouse activities like foil or labeling. 
d. Step 5: Ship or use postal services. 

 
  

3. What is the research component of this assignment? 

In the research, many components will be taking part. First of all, I will have to research on 

how exactly Versio works and which are the possibilities of this Internet Service Provider 

(ISP). The second part of my research will be related with Installatron, because 

PublisherPartners has favored this method of “proven software”. Of course, I will research 

this. First on my list, there is the most popular one called Magento. After that, some other 

components will be researched to come to the final product. 

 

4. What are the methods and tools? 

We will use an online server that provides us enough tools to build the webshop properly. 

Two options are taken into account: Internettoday and Versio. Later, we will use either 

Magento or other components in the Installatron environment, although other options can 

be taken into account. The company can afford and will pay for all these options needed that 

are based on open source components. Also additional services such as programming extra 

applications (plug-ins) or get external help (consultancy) on things such as CSS templates are 

agreed to a maximum of 1000€.  

 

5. How and by whom will you be guided by the company?  

Hidde will try to help me in my process to build the website with all its components, 

needs and issues. He will try to offer every facility needed to make our project possible. 
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6. What fields of Study play an important factor in realizing the 

graduation assignment?  

 
1. Research: it will be the first important factor in order to have the knowledge necessary 

to choose the right option and start building the webshop. Also, it will be present during 
all the process to get over all the problems that may arise. 

2. Smart realization: we will try to build the website in a smart way, using the option that 
best fits the company’s needs. What we will try to do is taking advantage of a very good 
software already available to build the best product. 

3. Modular mindset: it is important to consider that my work in the project needs to divide 
the different ideas we will mix in. We will be using many options together in order to 
build a good website, and I have to clearly identify where everything belongs to and how 
to edit it. 
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Attachment B: Project Plan 

1. Introduction  

In search of a company to finish my study, I have visited several companies and 

PublisherPartners had a project that caught my attention. This small business had specialised 

in supporting Publishers and is also working for other companies that need support in their 

Graphical Productions. Because of their growth, they sensed the need for further 

automation in several processes.  

All companies are welcome to order printed matters and for that process PublisherPartners 

is researching the possibilities to set up and manage an online Webshop that suits their 

budget and capabilities to maintain and further develop this online e-commerce solution.  

Personally, it is a very good opportunity to be part of a small team working on the 

development of a webshop, being one of my preferred environments and subjects. 

We have come to an agreement and in this project plan I will go in to detail on the aspects of 

the assignment. 

2. Project Statement 

2.1. Formal client  

For this project, Hidde van Erp will evaluate my achievements as defined in the Description 

of the graduation project (survey). 

2.2. Project leader  

Hidde van Erp will also act as the project leader, but he has assigned me as the assistant 

project leader and project participant. After several meetings he is convinced that I am able 

to take on the responsibility to prepare information and learn to act as an assistant on this 

project. We are aware of the double function I will perform, I look forward to be managing 

(at a certain level) and also execute the activities needed to succeed in this assignment. 

Hidde will guide me during the project using a step by step method, and together we decide 

what actions are needed to make all right decisions. 

2.3. Current situation 

The company has two main activities, “Online Publishing” and “Managing Graphical 

Productions”. For the activity Online Publishing they have several websites where they 

publish some articles of their own using voluntary correspondents and republish articles of 

others if they are interesting for their audience. The most important websites are: 

1. www.inzaken.eu 

http://www.inzaken.eu/
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2. www.grafischenieuwsbrief.nl 

3. publisherpartners.wordpress.com 

They also sell printing matters and websites to customers, they call this “Graphical 

Productions” and some printed matters the sell can be found on their old Webshop:  www.e-

marketplace.nl. PublisherPartners is a network organization and they work with freelance 

media designers to perform design and Desktop Publishing (DTP) to make the print-ready 

documents (PDF files) that are needed to produce printed matters. They also manage logistic 

services for the finished products. 

This is core-business for PublisherPartners and for these services they are in need of further 

online automation solutions, to keep up with the growth they expect in 2013.  

2.4. Project justification  

The company needs a new webshop where they can sell their products and services. The 

initial idea is a small webshop with around 100 products and 5 categories of printed matters, 

to start. 

The main goal is building a webshop that attracts and enable customers to buy products and 

services online, and enable the company to control the orders, invoices, payments and 

shipments, online. 

The next goal is to compliment this webshop with more functionalities to enhance the 

company’s scope in publishing and printing matters. Customer consultancy on his ideas, 

customer’s own design option, mailhouse and other services are the options that the 

company take into account. 

2.5. Project product  

The end result will be a functional webshop where: 

1. The customers will be able to buy printing matters. 

2. The company will control the orders and payments. 

3. The company will facilitate extra functionalities in order to make its facilities 
more attractive for the customer, such as the one before mentioned: consultancy 
on customer ideas, the possibility of building its own design, a mailhouse option, 
and shipment or other services. 

2.6. Project deliverables and non-deliverables  

Deliverables: 

1. A Report with an explanation of: 

a. The research on the server to choose 

b. Some information about the installation process 

http://www.grafischenieuwsbrief.nl/
http://www.inzaken.eu/
http://www.e-marketplace.nl./
http://www.e-marketplace.nl./
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c. How the first version is, how we reached it and what have to be added 

d. Research on the final version and how we reached it 

e. Information about the company decisions made in order to proceed with the 
project goals 

f. A balance of the project 

2. A functional Webshop 1.0: explaining the functionalities and how they have been 
done. 

3. A functional Webshop 2.0: explaining the functionalities and how they have been 
done. 

4. A manual explaining how to add products with the technology used for the first and 
second webshop. 

2.7. Project constraints  

The formal client have a maximum budget of 1000€ in order to achieve the project success. 

He needs to be informed of the problems and drawbacks that may occur during the project 

period, and together we will decide what its best solution is.  

There is no restriction on the programming language or the software used to develop the 

webshop, as the project consist of a research period where the project group will try to find 

the best option for the company. There is not a single one option to work. The decisions will 

be made together with the whole core of the project. 

2.8. Project risks  

As I am working with a new program for me, and with a demanding level higher than the one 

operated at a HBO level, it may occur that the final version of the product do not achieve the 

functionalities chosen to be implemented in its research period. If it is the case, a working 

webshop version would be delivered without the functionalities expected but not working 

properly. Together with it, an explanation of the process taken and its final result would be 

released to prove it has been done. 

3. Project Phasing 

In my project, there will be a first research in order to check all the possibilities to consider 

when building the webshop. After that, we will start building the first step of the project, 

which is the first version of the webshop. Later on, we will proceed with the second and 

bigger step. Some of the little steps contained in the second process may require some 

research that will also be included in the project. I will break down the phases of the project 

beneath. 
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4. Description of a phase 

Here I explain the different activities that I will perform during the project period: 

Activity 1 

Research the possibilities available to build a webshop for the company. 

Sub-deliverables 

An explanation of the information found about the software possibilities to build the 

webshop and the analysis made about them.  

Activity 2 

Evaluate the pros and cons of each possibility found 

Sub-deliverables 

An explanation of the analysis of the pros and cons and the final decision made based 

on the reasoning. 

Activity 3 

Evaluate (not very deeply) the different server possibilities for the company. 

Sub-deliverables 

An explanation of the evaluation made of the server possibilities and the reasoning of 

the decision made. 

Activity 4 

Build the first version of the webshop with the main functionality. 

Sub-deliverables 

A link with the first version of a working webshop. 

An explanation of how its functionalities work.  

A small manual of how the webshop was built. 

Activity 5 

Research which functionalities can be added to the first version in order to enhance 

its scope. 

Sub-deliverables 
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An explanation of the possibilities taken into account, how the company value them 

in order to decide the one to try to achieve, and the final decision. 

Activity 6 

Build the final version of the webshop 

Sub-deliverables 

A link of the final version of the webshop.  

An explanation of how the functionalities work and how it has been done. 

Activity 7 

Balance the project 

Sub-deliverables 

A sum up the project, its difficulties and drawbacks, how I get over it, and what I have 

learned of it. 

5. Management plan 

Here I will explain the Mosquito: Money, Skills, Quality, Information, Time and Organisation. 

5.1. Money 

During the project 

Profits: My monthly net wage will be 250€.  

Costs: As the project goes on, Hidde and I will decide, after a good research, if we need to 

spend some money with the services of third parties in order to get some functionality 

working. I will spend 335€ for my monthly rental payment in Eindhoven. My travel expenses 

will be covered by the company with a worker OV-chipkaart. 

After the project 

Profits: All the income the company can get from the product achieved. 

5.2. Skills 

Phase 1: Research and evaluation of possibilities when choosing the webshop software and 

the server. 

I will need to be able to understand how the softwares are organized to build the 

webshop, and understand the meaning of the code that may appear and be need 

from this software. Hidde will need to have some extra knowledge of the possibilities 
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in order to correct me if I am wrong in my decisions, and have a full knowledge of the 

company possibilities to make the best decision possible. 

Phase 2: Build the first version of the webshop with the main functionality. 

Code understanding and good knowledge of the software chosen will be needed to 

build its first version. Hidde will guide me with the needs of the company when 

specifying the characteristics of this new product and the services needed to be 

offered. 

Phase 3: Research and evaluation of the possibilities within the software chosen to build the 

extra functionalities of the webshop. 

Code understanding and full knowledge of the software chosen will be needed to 

understand how to build the final version.  

Phase 4: Build the final version of the webshop 

Know which points of the product can be succeed and which one cannot. We may 

need an external service investment to get over it, but it is already taken into account 

by the company and Hidde himself. 

5.3. Quality 

For a quality delivery, we will need a final document where all the little steps, from research 

to final decision, will be specified. In this way, we will be able to explain how the project 

evolved and to evaluate the decisions made. A deep research will be done and it will be 

checked for the formal client regularly and when inconveniences appear, so he will be aware 

and able to guide me.  

5.4. Information 

The project information may be divided in the parts: project plan, project report and 

deliverable. The parts that will take part in the project will be: formal client, project team 

and mentor. Below there is a matrix showing the different roles that each of the 

components implied in the project will take. 

  Project plan Project report deliverable 

formal client A, Di A, Di  A, Di, R 

project team Dr, Di Dr, Di  Dr, Di, S 

mentor A, R A, R A, R 
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Legend:   Dr  Draw up  

   Di Discuss 

   A Approve 

   S Send 

   R Receive 

5.5. Time 

Although I have no previous experience on how long it could take such a project, I have 

made a timetable in order to locate all the activities that will take part in it.  

The first big part will be the first research in order to gather all the new information about 

different software options to build the software, and the tools and possibilities it offers, the 

company needs, and the server to be used. As it is very important to start with the right tool, 

taking that all the following steps will be based in the first one, it will take a long time to be 

ready.  

After a good documentation, the implementation of the first functionality will be 

implemented, which is the webshop to sell products as they are.  

When the first step is already done, I will have to take some time to decide which other 

functionalities could and may be added, and which the level of difficulty is. In case I need 

some external help, I may ask my formal client for help and see if it is possible. 

Last, once I have enough information on what I need and what I lack (or not), and after 

taking the decision on it, I will start to build the last part of the webshop. 

Below there is a table where we can see 4 different phases, and that time is forecast to take 

to finish it. It may change as the project is developed, if some of the phases change their 

timetable. The first phase is highlighted in red colour because it is the most important 

phases and the longest one. 

 

First step research First step 

implementation 

Last step research Last step 

implementation 

8 weeks 3 weeks 4 weeks 5 weeks 

From: 15-2-2013  

Until: 11-4-2013 

From: 12-4-2013 

Until: 2-5-2013 

From: 3-5-2013  

Until: 30-5-2013 

From: 31-5-2013  

Until: 5-7-2013 

 

5.6. Organisation 
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As assistant project leader and participant, I will make the decisions when possible, always 

with the consent of Hidde, the project leader and formal client. In case I need some help in 

order to make a decision, Hidde will help me to make it, and together we will perform the 

best choice for the company.  
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1. Introduction 
The goal of this manual is to inform Magento users on which are the steps to take when 

setting the website from the backend. The target is the users that have some basic 

knowledge of Magento and need to use the backend side to edit and manage the website. 

The following chapters will state first how to insert products in the website and how to 

organize it in categories, going through attributes. Once the products are set, then the user 

is able to start assigning other features to the website like taxes, coupons, emails 

transactions, while managing orders customers and the rest of the tools needed.  

2. Insert new products 
When inserting new products, there are some steps to follow. Each product has some 

attributes, gathered in an Attribute set, and assigned to the category that contains the 

product. The figure below shows the hierarchy of them. 

 

2.1. Create attributes 

First, if not created, you have to create the attributes which define the product category. 

From the navigation menu, you access Catalog –> Attributes –> Manage Attributes and press 

Add New Attributes button. Usually, you will use a dropdown attribute in Catalog Input Type 

for Store Owner to assign a value when creating a product. The following pictures show the 

values assigned to this attribute. 
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In Manage Label/Options, you define the name the attribute will have when creating the 

product, and (in dropdown case) the options that will appear in the dropdown label. The 

following picture shows an example: 

 

After defining all the attribute information, you save the attribute. This process will be done 

for each attribute that needs to be set for the category. 

2.2. Create Attribute sets 

When all the attributes are created, now you have to create an Attribute set. It will contain 

all the attributes created previously. From the navigation panel, you access to Catalog –> 

Attributes –> Manage Attributes Sets and press the button Add New Set. Here you assign the 

name of the set and the base (attributes to define) of the product. The following picture 

shows an example: 

 

Note: Sometimes it may happen that when adding a new Attribute Set, Magento sends an 

error message because of a time out expiration. If the process takes more than 30 seconds, 

an alert stops the process. In case it happens, the alternative way is editing an existing 

Attribute set that is not used. To do that, you have to click on the attribute set to edit, 

change its name and add or remove the attributes contained. 

The next step is to assign the attributes created previously to the Attribute Set. In the 

Attribute Set list, you select the one created and add a new folder to contain the attributes 

pressing the button Add new under Groups label. The following picture shows an example of 

the folder created for briefpapiers and its attributes.  
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2.3. Create Categories 

The last step before creating the products is to set the Category that will contain them. This 

category will appear in the navigation bar of the website. From the navigation panel, you 

select Catalog –> Manage Categories, select Root Catalog from the list on the left side and 

press the button Add Subcategory.  

First you set the General features: 

 Name 

 Page title, which will appear in the Internet window when you are in the product 

category. 

 Is Active to Yes 

 Include in Navigation Menu to Yes 

 URL key, with the name of the category. It will help to understand the webpage tree 

The other tabs will not suffer any change besides the Display Mode from Display Settings 

tab, which has to be Static block and products. 
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2.4. Create Products 

From the navigation bar, you select Catalog–>Manage Products and press Add Product 

button. First, you select the Attribute Set, created previously, and the product type, in our 

case a Simple product. After pressing continue, you need to set some information about the 

product.  

General 

From the General tab you will set name and SKU first. Description is shown in addition 

information section, below the product picture and basic information, and short description 

will be displayed at the top, next to the product basic price and pictures. Weight is not 

important, but being a required field, we set it to 1. You need to set the status to Enabled. 

The URL again is interesting to set for the website tree. The product should be visible both in 

the catalog and the search. Below there is a picture to show the first fields sets. 
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Price 

From the Prices tab, you need to set the price and the tax applied to the product. Taxes can 

be from Shipping, Taxable Goods or taxes created manually. The first two have to be set at 

System – Configuration. 
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Note: If the taxes rules and rates and not created yet, you can assign them later on once 

created by accessing to the product again. To see how to manage taxes, check chapter 3. 

Images 

Images may be added to in order to enhance the website layout. More than one can be set if 

necessary.  

Inventory 

In order to be able to see the product in the website, a stock quantity of 1 or above needs to 

be set. Also, Stock availability needs to be set as In Stock. 

Websites 

PublisherPartners shop needs to be selected as the website to show the products. 

Categories 

The product category needs to be selected to make the product appear in the category 

previously created. 

Related Products 

All products from the same category should be selected. 

Custom options 

Here, the product’s possibilities are defined, and this will alter the price automatically when 

selected. First, you set the attribute name, and the input type that will appear in the website 

and from which the customer will selected the preferred option. In our case, the webshop 

uses a dropdown menu. It should be a required input. 

Then, for each product option there is a title and the amount of money that will be added to 

the price initially set in the Prices tab. As we calculate the prices, the price type will be fixed. 

The SKU is necessary for the database storage. The order means the position that the option 

will take in the dropdown menu. Below there is an example on how Custom Options may be 

set for one product: 
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Product Attribute Set 

This tab is the one added when creating Attribute Sets. Here you set the attributes that 

define the product. They will appear as Additional information in the product’s website. 

Note: Some attributes organization may be different, depending on Magento version. The 

version the information is based on is Magento 1.8 beta. 

2.5. Duplicating products 

Once you have inserted one product, you will probably insert some more products from the 

same category, very similar with just a few changes. For this reason, you could create a 

product quicker if you duplicate an existing and similar product. To duplicate one product, 

from the Manage products panel in the backend, you click on the product we want to 

duplicate. Once the product site is loaded, you click on Duplicate button. After this, you will 

have two products with the same features and you can start setting its new features. 
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3. Managing taxes 
Configuring and managing taxes allows the user to charge an amount of money to the 

customers because of the tax expenses. There are a few steps to take in order to have it 

ready. 

3.1. Product taxes 

From the navigation bar, we access Sales –> Tax –> Product Tax Classes and click on Add 

New. Here we will insert the name of the new product tax class.  

 

3.2. Customer taxes 

From the navigation bar, we access Sales –> Tax –>Customer Tax Classes and click on Add 

New. Here you will insert the name of the new customer tax classes. 

 

3.3. Tax zones and rates 

From the navigation bar, we access Sales –> Tax –> Manage Tax Zones & Rates and click on 

Add New Tax Rate. Here you will insert the information of the tax, the country and the rate 

percent to apply. 
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3.4. Tax rules 

From the navigation bar, we access Sales –> Tax –> Manage Tax Rules and click on Add New 

Tax Rate. Here you will select basically the taxes you have just created. 

 

3.5. Next steps 

Once the tax for the website is set, you just have to assign it to the products you want and to 

configure the tax to be enable and working. 

First, you go to Manage products from the navigation bar and select the product you want to 

assign the tax to. Once in the product page, selecting Prices tab on the left and choosing the 

tax created at Tax Class field, you can set your new tax. 
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Then, at System – Configuration – Sales – Tax, you can set when the tax will be visible in the 

website. 

4. Managing customers 

4.1. Customer groups 

Customer groups will be created in order to divided, in case it is necessary, the customers 

from our website. When you are applying some tax prices, special price rules, and some 

other stuff, you can choose which customer group you want it to be applied. 

To create a customer group, you have to access from the navigation bar to customers –> 

Customer groups and click on the button Add New Customer Group.  

Here, the Tax class previously created has to be assigned. 

 

Another setting that you should take into account is when the customer registers in the 

frontend website. If not set, he/she will be assigned to no group. It can be set at System – 

Configuration – Customers – Customer Configuration. First, you enable the customer group 

assignment, and then set the default group it will be assigned. Other settings such as the 

welcome email, its email sender and the account confirmation may be interesting also. 

Below there is an example on this settings. 
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4.2. Manage customers 

Customer accounts can be created from the frontend the own customer or from the 

backend by the admin. To add a customer, you have to access from the navigation bar to 

Customers -> Manage customers and click on the button Add New Customer. 

Now, you have to set different required fields that will identify the customer, such as Name 

and Surname, email, password, but also the customer group in which the customer will be 

associated. It will then apply to the customer the features of the customer group. The 

addresses does not have to be assigned, they can be assigned later in the checkout. 

Note that all the setting can be set also in the frontend, accessing the account (or simply 

creating a new one) and once in, setting the different fields and features.   
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5. Managing customer orders 
Once a customer place an order in the website, an email is sent to him/her together with a 

copy email to the sales administrator (both have to be set at System – Configuration, if 

needed, check chapter 6.3). This email is an order confirmation. The next step is managing 

the order from the backend. Accessing Sales – Orders from the navigation bar, you can check 

all the orders history. When the order is accepted and paid, the manager press Invoice 

button at the top of the order, as the image below describes it. 

 

In the page that follows the button link, you find the information that will be sent in the 

invoice. At the bottom of this page we find a block like the one below: 

 

In case you want the customer to receive a copy, you must check the Email Copy of Invoice 

checkbox. To send it, you press Submit Invoice. 

Once the invoice is submitted, a new invoice at Sales – Invoice is created. Here, you can 

check the information of the invoice, but it can also be checked in the Orders section you 

have just accessed.  

The last step, once the order is ready to be delivered, we must press the Ship button at the 

top of the page and it will mean the order will be delivered in the Speed delivery specified in 

the product information (in case it has been set at Custom options, although it can be set in 

other places, such as in description fields). After pressing the button, at the next page, you 

have to submit the shipment, as you did with the invoice. We press the Submit Shipment 
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button at the bottom of the page, and Shipment will be accepted.

 

Note: if the Email Copy of both Invoice and Shipment checkbox is not checked, the customer 

will not receive the email. It can be interesting in case the company wants to control and 

create its own invoices or other documentation. 

6. Set emails 

6.1. Store Email Addresses 

Here you set the email addresses to use when emails are sent for checkout, contact form, 

failure, etc. 

 General Contact: currently used by Payment failure (set at System – Configuration – 

Sales – Checkout) and Welcome email when a new customer is registered (check 

chapter 4.1). 

 Sales Representative: current used for all sales emails, which includes orders, 

invoices and shipment (check chapter 6.3). 

 Customer Support 

 Custom Email 1 and 2: currently used for the contact form (check next chapter). 
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6.2. Contacts 

The features for the contact form are set here. The following picture contains the 

information entered. Custom Email 1 is used to understand you are getting an email because 

a customer submitted a contact us petition. 
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6.3. Sales emails 

The emails received when orders are being processed are set at System – Configuration – 

Sales – Sales emails. It is important to enable Order, Invoice and Shipment emails if the sales 

manager wants to receive emails once a new order has been processed by the customer. An 

email copy can also be set to another account, and set as a separate email or as a BCC. 

Below there is an example of the order settings. 

 

Invoice and Shipment can be set the same way, and so can their possible comments.  
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7. Other Settings 

7.1. CMS pages 

Some pages can be written and edited manually. By default, Magento present some pages 

but they can be created also and assigned to some of our website pages. To edit/create 

them, you have to access CMS – Pages from the navigation bar, and select the page to 

edit/press the Add New Page button. The following steps are setting the Page Information 

and the Content, which can be inserted manually. This way, you do not need to know HTML 

in order to edit/insert the page content. In the Design tab, is interesting to consider the 

possibility to change the layout, which will define how the page is displayed in the frontend, 

having 3, 2 and 1 columns possibilities. 

7.2. Static Blocks 

A static block can be displayed in some specific place from the website. Footer Links block 

contains the links that appears in the footer. They can be found at CMS – Static Blocks and to 

edit/create one, you just have to press button Add New or select the existing block and edit 

it. In the Content field, there is the information appearing defined.  

7.3. Shopping coupons 

Coupons are a very interesting way to attract customers to buy in your shop, as they offer 

discount over the orders. To create a coupon, you have to access Promotions – Shopping 

cart price rules and press the Add New Rule button. Here, you have to fill in the information 

about the discount. The main field to edit are: 

 Status: it has to be active to be applicable. 

 Customer groups: you have to select the customers you want them to be able to use 

your coupon. 

 Coupon code: The code that the customer will use to activate it in the shopping cart. 

It can be auto generated if the checkbox is checked. In case it is checked, the some 

extra specifications for the code can be given at System – Configuration – Customer – 

Promotions. 

 Uses per coupon/customer: the number of times the customer will be able to use it, 

and the number of times the coupon will be able to be activated. 
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7.4. Design 

In the Header section, you can set the logo of the website and also the Welcome text that 

will appear on the top right side of the website while the customer is not logged in. 
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Also, you can set the copyright text that will appear in the website footer. 

 

Finally, in the Transactional Emails section, the logo that will appear in our emails to the 

customer will be set. To set it, just select Choose file and choose the file from the computer 

to be displayed at the top of the transactional email provided. 

 

Note: Most of the settings done at System – Configuration may be different when checking 

Default config or the Main Website (your website). It means that in the Main website, 

default is used initially, but it may change. Sometimes, although changing settings from 

Default config, changes may not be visible in the frontend. It is important to verify it is not 

because of this fact.  
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Attachment D: Categories and attributes 

1. Attributes description (used in the webshop) 

Format: defines the size of the product, in millimetres. 
1. A4: 210 x 297 mm 
2. US: 98 x 210 mm 
3. EA4: 312 x 220 mm 
4. EA5: 220 x 156 mm 
5. Standard: 85 x 55 mm 
6. Standing: 110 x 85 mm 

 

Printing colour: defines the number of colours used when printing in each side of the product 
1. 1/0: the product will be printed using one colour on one side and no colour on the other 

one. 
2. 2/2: the product will be printed using two colours on both sides. 
3. 4/0: the product will be printed using four colours on one side and no colour on the other 

one. 
4. 4/4: the product will be printed using four colours on both sides. 

Material: defines the material from the product. 
1. Woodfree 
2. Mat MC 
3. Wit bankpost 
4. Biotop naturell 

Weight: defines the weight of the product, in grams. 
Number of pages: defines the number of pages the magazine or brochure will have. 
Cover: defines which kind of cover the magazine or brochure will have. 

1. Selfcover: the first page of the magazine or brochure will be also the cover. 
Finish: defines the special format the product will have 

1. Standard 
2. Two sided matt laminate 

Window: defines where the window will be displayed in the envelope. 
Closure: defines how the envelope will be closed. 

1. Striplock: the envelope will be closed taking a strip out with a sticky region. 
Corner: defines the corner type of the business card. 

 

2. Envelope attributes 

Attribute Possibilities 

Format EA4, EA5 
Weight 90, 120 
Material Wit Bankpost, Biotop naturel 
Printing colour 1/0, 4/0 
Window Left, without 
Closure Striplock 

Note: not all the possibilities are combinable, as there are some of them only able to 

combine with some others. For example, EA5 is only combinable with 90. 
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3. Business card attributes 

Attribute Possibilities 

Format Standard, Standing 
Printing colour 4/0, 4/4 
Material Mat MC, Biotop naturel 
Weight 250, 350, 400 
Finish Standard, 2 sided matt laminate 
Corner Straight 

Note: not all the possibilities are combinable, as there are some of them only able to 

combine with some others. 

4. Letterhead attributes 

Attribute Possibilities 

Format A4 
Printing colour 2/2, 4/0, 4/4 
Material Wit Bankpost, Biotop naturel 
Weight 90, 110, 120 

Note: not all the possibilities are combinable, as there are some of them only able to 

combine with some others. 

5. Brochure/Magazine attributes 

Attribute Possibilities 

Format A4, US 
Printing colour 4/4 
Material Woodfree, Mat MC 
Weight 170, 250 
Number of pages 8, 16, 32 
Cover Selfcover 
Finish Standard 

Note: not all the possibilities are combinable, as there are some of them only able to 

combine with some others. 

 


